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Understanding the magnetoresistance (MR) of a magnetic material forms the basis for uncovering the orbital
mechanisms and charge-spin interactions in the system. Although the parent state of iron-based high-temperature
superconductors, including BaFe2As2, exhibits unusual electron transport properties resulting from spin and
charge correlations, there is still valuable insight to be gained by understanding the in-plane MR effect due to twin
domains in the orthorhombic antiferromagnetic ordered state. Here, we study the in-plane magnetoresistance
anisotropy in detwinned BaFe2As2 and compare the results to the nonmagnetic Ni-doped sample. We find
that in the antiferromagnetically ordered state, BaFe2As2 exhibits anisotropic MR that becomes large at low
temperatures and high fields. Both transverse and longitudinal MRs are highly anisotropic and dependent on
the field and current orientations. These results cannot be fully explained by calculations considering only
the anisotropic Fermi surface. Instead, the spin orientation of the ordered moment also affects the MR effect,
suggesting the presence of a large charge-spin interaction in BaFe2As2 that is not present in the Ni-doped
material.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetoresistance (MR) is the magnetic field dependence
of the electric resistance of a given material. Studying the
MR effect in a material is an insightful way to understand
the sensitivity of the electron scattering to several tunable
factors. In magnetic materials, an anomalous MR results from
contributions related to the local magnetism and the electronic
band structure, which are additive to the ordinary electrical
resistance and the conventional orbital MR [1]. An ordinary
magnetoresistance (OMR) effect is observed in most metals,
including nonmagnetic ones, arising from the simple cyclic
motion of electrons under an external applied magnetic field
[2]. MR can be measured using transverse or longitudinal
configurations, corresponding to a magnetic field perpendic-
ular to current and current along the field, respectively. OMR
can exhibit a remarkable transverse effect that typically gives
a positive, quadratic field dependence in low fields that sat-
urates at high fields [2]. Longitudinal MR typically has no
significant unsaturating field effect. However, simple models
do not replicate the MR observed in more complex materials,
where the MR can be highly anisotropic due to an anisotropic
Fermi surface (FS) or electron (charge)-spin interactions in a
magnetically ordered material [2].
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Historically, the angular dependence of the MR has been
used to investigate the FS of materials. It has been shown that
small, anisotropic regions of the FS can induce large quasipar-
ticle scattering and lead to large, anisotropic MR effects under
high magnetic fields. Therefore, to determine the field depen-
dence of the MR curve, sensitivities with respect to the shape
of the Fermi surface and anisotropic scattering rates must be
considered. Additionally, in magnetically ordered materials,
spin can play an important role in electron transport due
to charge-spin interactions and lead to further anisotropies,
including negative values in MR. In general, the resistance
is maximal when the magnetization and the electrical current
are parallel and minimal when magnetization and current are
perpendicular [3].

The electrical transport properties of the iron-based super-
conductors exhibit anomalous features but understanding the
origin of these effects is challenging to do, both quantitatively
and qualitatively [4,5]. The parent state of iron-based high-
temperature superconductors such as BaFe2As2 exhibits a
tetragonal to orthorhombic structural transition at Ts followed
by a collinear antiferromagnetic (AFM) order with moment
along the a axis of the orthorhombic lattice below the Néel
temperature TN ≈ 140 (�Ts) K [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)] [6]. Be-
cause the orthorhombic state emerges at Ts, which is below
room temperature, single crystals of BaFe2As2 form twin
domains below Ts. To obtain the intrinsic transport properties
of BaFe2As2 within the ab plane, the samples need to be
detwinned via the application of a uniaxial strain along one
of the in-plane Fe-Fe bond directions [7–10]. Since our re-
cent transport measurements on underdoped superconducting
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FIG. 1. (a) Phase diagram of BaFe2–xNixAs2 adapted from [6]. (b) Low-temperature spin configuration of Fe2+ ions on the FeAs plane for
a detwinned BaFe2As2 crystal under zero field and for μ0H ‖ a axis. (c) Spin canted structure with a net magnetization along the b axis when
μ0H ‖ b axis. (d) Experimental configurations for MR measurements with in-plane field and current either along the crystallographic a or b
axes.

BaFe2–xNixAs2 with AFM order reveal that the upper critical
field Hc2 along the a axis is considerably lower than that along
the b axis [11], a determination of the charge-spin interaction
induced MR effect in BaFe2As2 without superconductivity
will provide information to unveil the intrinsic in-plane upper
critical field anisotropy due solely to superconductivity. In
addition, there is great interest in materials with correlations
between electronic transport, magnetism, and orbital states
whose effects can be effectively tuned for applications in
spintronics. Antiferromagnets are very promising spintron-
ics materials given that they display novel effects including
anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) and tunneling AMR
[12–14]. Therefore, a determination of the AMR effect in
BaFe2As2 will shed additional light on our understanding of
superconductivity in BaFe2–xNixAs2, and provide information
on charge-spin interaction in a collinear AFM ordered magnet.

In this paper, we study the MR effect in the par-
ent BaFe2As2 and electron-doped BaFe2–xNixAs2 materi-
als, which belong to the iron-based superconductor family
[Fig. 1(a)] [6]. In previous studies of the MR effect in the
AFM ordered BaFe2As2, only c-axis applied magnetic field
MR effect was determined [15–17]. The purpose of our work
is to unveil how the AFM order affects the MR effect and
determine the electron (charge)-spin interactions. To accom-
plish this goal, we choose single crystals of BaFe2As2 and
BaFe2–xNixAs2 with x = 0.6, where BaFe2As2 has an or-
thorhombic AFM ordered ground state with moments along
the a axis [Fig. 1(b)] while overdoped BaFe1.4Ni0.6As2 is
a nonsuperconducting paramagnet with a tetragonal crys-
tal structure [Fig. 1(a)]. By applying an in-plane magnetic
field [Fig. 1(c)] and carrying out transverse and longitudi-
nal MR measurements [Fig. 1(d)] in detwinned BaFe2As2,
and comparing the outcome with similar measurements in
nonmagnetic BaFe1.4Ni0.6As2, we can observe conventional
orbital mechanism contributions and possible charge-spin
interaction induced effects in the MR. We find that in the anti-
ferromagnetically ordered state, BaFe2As2 exhibits AMR that

becomes large at low temperatures and high fields. Both the
transverse and longitudinal MRs are highly anisotropic and
dependent on the field, current, and magnetization orienta-
tions. Similar measurements on nonmagnetic BaFe1.4Ni0.6As2

show no such effect. These results cannot be fully explained
by calculations considering only the anisotropy of the Fermi
surface. Instead, we conclude that the spin orientation of the
ordered moment may also affect the MR effect, particularly in
the longitudinal MR, suggesting the presence of a charge-spin
interaction in BaFe2As2.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Single crystals of BaFe2–xNixAs2 (x = 0, 0.6) were grown
via the flux method detailed in [18]. Our single crystals
formed flat platelets with the ab plane being the basal plane,
which we cut into squares approximately 2–3 mm in length
and 0.5 mm in thickness. The quality of the crystals is sup-
ported by a residual resistance ratio (RRR) of ∼5 for the
resistance measurements (RRR = ρ300 K/ρ2 K). A RRR < 10
is typical for BaFe2As2 [19]. The Montgomery four-probe
method was used to measure the MR with in-plane electrical
currents [20,21]. For c-axis electrical currents, we used a
Corbino geometry to measure the MR [22]. This geometry
should allow for the electrical contacts to maximize the cross-
sectional area across the ab plane and maintain a consistent
electrical density of current flowing along the c axis [11]. A
rotator was used to apply a magnetic field either along the a or
b axis with current either perpendicular or parallel (transverse
or longitudinal, respectively) to the field direction. These four
configurations with electrical currents in plane are shown in
Fig. 1(d). Further details on the experimental setups used are
shown in Fig. 5. Measurements up to 32 T were performed
at the NHMFL DC Field Facility, at Florida State University
in Tallahassee, FL. All other transport measurements were
performed in a Quantum Design 9 T Physical Property Mea-
surement System.
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FIG. 2. (a) Temperature dependence of the in-plane resistivity for currents flowing along the b-axis direction. (b) Temperature dependence
of the in-plane resistivity with currents applied along the a-axis direction. (c) Temperature dependence of the anisotropy of the in-plane
resistivity. (d) Temperature dependence of the resistivity for an overdoped sample of BaFe2–xNixAs2, with x = 0.6 and current along the b axis.
(e) Temperature dependence of the resistivity from an overdoped sample of BaFe2–xNixAs2, with x = 0.6 and current flowing along the a axis.
In all plots the magnetic field is 8.5 T. (f) Temperature dependence of the anisotropy of the in-plane resistivity for an overdoped sample of
BaFe2–xNixAs2, with x = 0.6.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first consider BaFe2As2, which has a structural tran-
sition from tetragonal to orthorhombic at Ts and a magnetic
transition below TN with Ts ≈ TN ≈ 140 K [Fig. 1(a)] [6].
Upon cooling through the critical temperature Ts, structural
twins form that make the ab axes indistinguishable [7]. There-
fore, we use uniaxial strain to detwin the sample enabling the
measurement of the intrinsic in-plane electronic anisotropy.
In all cases, a small pressure clamp was used to detwin the
sample, shown in Figs. 5(a)–5(c). Below Ts in detwinned sam-
ples, the magnetic moments are antiferromagnetically aligned
along the a axis as shown in Fig. 1(b). Therefore, when
a large magnetic field is applied along the b axis, a small
spin canting is expected as shown in Fig. 1(c). Since inelas-
tic neutron scattering has revealed a large spin gap of ∼10
meV in the AFM ordered state [23–25], a magnetic field of
30 T along the a axis will not be able to induce a spin-flop
transition below TN [26]. Therefore, our in-plane field exper-
iment provides a unique configuration where contributions to
the anisotropic MR due to the spin orientation, spin canting,
and band structure anisotropy can be observed. Additionally,
we compare the BaFe2As2 samples with the Ni overdoped
ones. BaFe2–xNixAs2 displays a superconducting ground state
which persists from x ∼ 0.05–0.25. Above x = 0.1, neither
the long-range AFM order nor the orthorhombic structure
exists [18].

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the temperature dependence of
the resistivity of BaFe2As2 with current flowing along the a
and b axes, respectively. In each current configuration, mea-
surements were taken under zero field and then under an 8.5 T
field applied along the a and b axes. Comparison between the
zero-field measurements show that current along the b direc-
tion leads to a greater effect than current along the a direction.
Additionally, resistivity deviates from the high-temperature
linear behavior, increasing sharply starting above Ts when
current is along the b axis, while resistivity decreases over
the entire temperature range when current is along the a axis.
This is consistent with previous reports [7,27]. The small kink

observed at low temperatures is attributed to experimental
factors. Additional anisotropy is observed at low temperatures
when a field is applied transversely to the current. The result
is an increase in resistivity below ∼75 K when H ‖ a, I ‖ b,
and H ‖ b, I ‖ a. A small decrease in resistivity is observed
when current and field are both along the b axis while no
change is observed when current and field are both along the
a axis. These results are also shown in the in-plane anisotropy
which can be characterized by the ratio of ρb/ρa, as shown in
Fig. 2(c). The anisotropy sharply increases above Ts and varies
at low temperature dependent on the magnetic field strength
and direction. In contrast, no in-plane anisotropy is observed
in BaFe2–xNixAs2 (x = 0.6) at any temperature as shown in
Figs. 2(d)–2(f). These differences are further elucidated in
field-dependent MR measurements.

We define the MR effect to be MR = �ρ/ρ0 =
[ρ(μ0H ) − ρ0]/ρ0, where ρ(μ0H ) and ρ0 are the resistivi-
ties collected under an applied magnetic field of magnitude
μ0H and zero field, respectively. Measurements of the MR
effect for BaFe2As2 up to 32 T are shown in Fig. 3. We
found that the MR for currents flowing along in-plane di-
rections, in a transverse configuration, was large and positive
as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), with the largest effect ob-
served for μ0H ‖ a. In both cases, at high fields the field
dependence becomes linear and does not saturate. The largest
MR response is observed at low temperature. Upon increasing
temperature, the effect decreases until it is fully suppressed
at Ts. Above Ts, the MR is smaller than 0.05% in both
configurations.

To analyze our results, we model the magnetotransport
of BaFe2As2 using detailed information about the electronic
band structure through Density functional theory (DFT) cal-
culations. The band structure we used in these calculations has
been experimentally verified through angle resolved photoe-
mission spectroscopy (ARPES) [28–30] and Shubnikov–de
Haas oscillation measurements on detwinned single crystals
[31–33]. Our model considers the role of in-plane fields on
the magnetoresistivity. Figure 3(c) shows the calculated MR
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FIG. 3. (a) Magnetoresistance of a detwinned BaFe2As2 crystal for μ0H ‖ a axis and I ‖ b axis. (b) Magnetoresistance of a detwinned
BaFe2As2 crystal for μ0H ‖ b axis and I ‖ a axis. (c) Calculated transverse MR for currents flowing along a planar direction. (d) Magne-
toresistance of a detwinned BaFe2As2 crystal for μ0H ‖ a axis and I ‖ a axis. (e) Magnetoresistance of a detwinned BaFe2As2 crystal for
μ0H ‖ b axis and I ‖ b axis. (f) Calculated longitudinal MR. (g) Magnetoresistance of a detwinned BaFe2As2 crystal for μ0H ‖ a axis and
I ‖ c axis. (h) Magnetoresistance of a detwinned BaFe2As2 crystal for μ0H ‖ b axis and I ‖ c axis. (i) Calculated transverse MR for I ‖ c
axis.

effect and the relative anisotropies between both transverse
configurations. Our observations indicate a larger magni-
tude for the MR observed when μ0H ‖ a axis and I ‖ b
axis [Fig. 3(a)] relative to the configuration μ0H ‖ b axis,
I ‖ a axis [Fig. 3(b)]. Consistent with our calculations, the
μ0H-linear magnetoresistivity observed at high fields can be
reconciled with an orbital response that is inherent to a highly
anisotropic Fermi surface [15].

The difference in the magnitude of the MR effect between
both transverse configurations is smaller than expected based
on our calculations as shown in Figs. 3(a)–3(c). We attribute
this difference to additional anisotropy not considered in our
calculations due to the spin orientation. Fields along the a axis
and currents along the b axis correspond to a configuration
having the spin orientation perpendicular to the current direc-
tion, and this is expected to lead to a minimal contribution to
the MR [34]. In contrast, for fields along the b axis and current
along the a axis the magnetic moments are oriented nearly
along or antiparallel to the current. This orientation leads to
an increased MR implying a reduced anisotropy between both
orientations relative to our theoretical calculations.

The measured MRs using longitudinal configurations
are shown in Figs. 3(d) and 3(e). For current flowing along
both axes, the longitudinal MRs are small in comparison
to the transverse configurations supporting the main orbital
contribution to the transverse magnetoresistance. Despite
this, we also observe anisotropic behavior between the two

longitudinal configurations. When μ0H ‖ I ‖ a axis
[Fig. 3(d)], there is no clear, systematic MR effect. This
is likely due to experimental issues with this specific channel
leading to excess noise. When μ0H ‖ I ‖ b axis [Fig. 3(e)],
the MR effect is clearly negative, and the effect decreases
with increasing temperature, consistent with a previous study
[16,34]. The temperature dependence is highlighted in Fig. 7.
Negative longitudinal MR is unusual in a metal. However,
a small negative effect has been previously observed in
the twinned, doped iron pnictide samples [16,35], although
we did not measure a negative effect in twinned, undoped
BaFe2As2 [Fig. 7(c)]. In our detwinned samples, we observed
a larger negative MR when both the current and field are
along the b axis. Our calculations, which only consider orbital
band effects, do not give negative longitudinal MR [Fig. 3(f)].
Since it is known that negative MR can be attributed to
the field-induced suppression of magnetic scattering when
applying an external field, we must also consider the effect
of the spin orientation to correctly describe the longitudinal
magnetoresistivity results. Applying an external field along
the b axis causes the spins to cant away from the a axis. This
results in a net magnetization or a greater spin polarization
along the b axis direction and the suppression of spin
scattering. Negative magnetoresistance is characteristic of
ferromagnetic materials and relates to the suppression of
electron (charge)-spin scattering [36,37]. This small negative
slope is apparent in the longitudinal configuration given
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FIG. 4. (a) Temperature dependence of the angular magnetore-
sistance (AMR) for a detwinned BaFe2As2 crystal with I ‖ b under
μ0H = 8.5 T. (b) Temperature dependence of the AMR for a de-
twinned BaFe2As2 crystal with I ‖ a axis for μ0H = 8.5 T. (c) Field
dependence of the AMR for a detwinned BaFe2As2 crystal when
I ‖ b axis at 10 K. (d) Field dependence of the AMR for a de-
twinned BaFe2As2 crystal when I ‖ a axis at 10 K. (e) Temperature
dependence of the AMR in an overdoped BaFe2–xNixAs2 sample
having x = 0.6 when I ‖ b axis under μ0H = 8.5 T. (f) Temperature
dependence of the AMR for an overdoped BaFe2–xNixAs2 sample
having x = 0.6 when I ‖ a axis under μ0H = 8.5 T.

that it is not subjected to the orbital contribution to the
MR. Therefore, we attribute the enhanced negative MR to
changes in the spin order which suppresses spin scattering
and contributes to the MR. This negative longitudinal MR
effect has also been observed in BaFe2(As1–xPx )2 where it
was attributed to the suppression of spin-fluctuation scattering
by a magnetic field [16,35]. Additionally, AFM coupling has
been shown to result in a higher resistivity when compared to
a ferromagnetic or canted state in other materials including
FeRh [38].

Additionally, we measured the magnetoresistivity for in-
plane magnetic fields and currents along the c axis, as shown
in Figs. 3(g) and 3(h) under fields up to 9 T. In this orientation,
the current and spin orientation are always perpendicular to
each other, making it distinct from the transverse orientations
shown in Figs. 3(a)–3(c), where field, spin orientation, and
currents are all oriented within the plane. The MR effect is
large with a greater magnitude when μ0H ‖ a axis [Fig. 3(g)]
when compared to μ0H ‖ b axis [Fig. 3(h)]. As with in-plane
currents, the effect is reduced with increasing temperature.
Our experimental results are qualitatively consistent with the
calculations as shown in Fig. 3(i) which expects anisotropy
in the MR resulting from the anisotropy of the Fermi surface.
Compared to our calculations, the anisotropy is even greater
(Fig. 8). This can be reconciled considering the effect of
spin canting when the field is applied along the b axis in
contrast to the lack of spin canting when the field is applied
along the a axis (Fig. 9). A smaller canting corresponds to

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f) P

P

I-

V- V+

I+
a

b

FIG. 5. (a) Schematic of the strain device and sample.
(b) Schematic of the strain device and the configuration for the
in-plane magnetoresistivity. (c) Photograph of the strain device and
sample with in-plane current setup. (d) Zoomed-in photograph of the
2 × 2 mm sample with in-plane current setup. (e) Schematic of the
angular dependence of the AMR measurements, indicating the origin
of the angle θ . (f) Schematic of the Corbino configuration for the
c-axis current magnetoresistivity. The back surface of the sample is
wired identically to the front.

a more antiparallel AFM alignment of the spins which leads
to a higher resistance. When the spins are slightly canted
the resistance decreases, therefore increasing the anisotropy
between both field orientations. This effect has been observed
in other materials such as Sr2IrO4 where the small canting of
the spins due to planar fields results in a large anisotropy in
the magnetoresistance associated to interplanar currents [39].

We measured the angular-dependent AMR which
is defined as MR = {ρ[μ0H (θ )]−ρ[μ0H (θ = 0)]}/
ρ[μ0H (θ = 0)] where θ is the angle between the magnetic

FIG. 6. (a) In-plane MR of a detwinned BaFe2As2 sample from
the 9 T Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS) (gray)
compared to those collected in a 32 T Bitter resistive magnet (red)
with μ0H ‖ a axis and I ‖ b axis. (b) In-plane MR of a detwinned
BaFe2As2 sample from the 9 T PPMS (gray) compared to the 32 T
Bitter resistive magnet (purple) with μ0H ‖ b axis and I ‖ a axis.
(c) In-plane MR for a detwinned BaFe2As2 crystal collected from the
9 T PPMS (gray) compared to 32 T Bitter resistive magnet (yellow)
with μ0H ‖ a axis and I ‖ a axis. (d) In-plane MR of a detwinned
BaFe2As2 crystal from the 9 T PPMS (gray) compared to the 32 T
Bitter resistive magnet (green) with μ0H ‖ b axis and I ‖ b axis.
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FIG. 7. (a) In-plane longitudinal MR of a detwinned BaFe2As2 sample collected in a 32 T Bitter resistive magnet with μ0H ‖ a axis and
I ‖ a axis. (b) In-plane longitudinal MR of a detwinned BaFe2As2 sample collected in a 32 T Bitter resistive magnet with μ0H ‖ b axis and
I ‖ b axis. (c) In-plane longitudinal MR of a twinned BaFe2As2 sample collected in a 32 T Bitter resistive magnet with μ0H ‖ b axis and I ‖ b
axis.

field and the a axis [see Fig. 5(e)]. The temperature
dependence of the AMR is shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)
with current along the b [Fig. 4(a)] and a axes [Fig. 4(b)] with
a magnetic field of 8.5 T. The maximal effect occurs when the
field is perpendicular to the current, or at θ = 90◦. The small
asymmetry observed can be attributed to experimental effects
of slight misalignment of the field. The effect is largest at low
temperatures and fully suppressed when the temperatures are
raised to Ts. The field dependence is shown in Figs. 4(c) and
4(d) with current applied along the b axis [Fig. 4(c)] and a axis
[Fig. 4(d)] at a temperature of 10 K. The effect increases with
increasing magnetic field. The anisotropic MR effect is below
the resolution limit for all angles in BaFe2–xNixAs2 (x = 0.6)
as shown in Figs. 4(e) and 4(f). The angular dependence of
the AMR follows a twofold symmetric curve similar to that
observed in other ferromagnetic metals and canted AFM
materials including La0.4Sr0.6MnO3 [40,41]. It reflects the
strength of the Lorentz force which is minimal at θ = 0◦ and
maximal at θ = 90◦, albeit for the I ‖ b axis one observes a
pronounced negative AMR as the field increases in contrast
to the positive AMR observed for the I ‖ a axis.

IV. CONCLUSION

We reported on the magnetoresistivity of BaFe2–xNixAs2,
showing the clear anisotropic effects when an in-plane mag-
netic field is applied to detwinned BaFe2As2 which displays a
collinear AFM structure. By comparing our experimental re-
sults to our calculations, we demonstrated that the anisotropic
MR is driven by ordinary orbital mechanisms in addition to
charge-spin interactions. Alternatively, the mechanism behind
the unique effect is a combination of scattering caused by
the anisotropy of the Fermi surface and that due to the spin
orientation and its evolution under a magnetic field. The
relationship between these mechanisms provides additional
insight towards our understanding of the MR effect in mag-
netic ordered materials and provides the basis to understand
the in-plane superconducting gap anisotropy in AFM ordered
iron pnictide superconductors.
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APPENDIX A: EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS

The experimental setup used to detwin the sample, apply
field, and measure the resistivity is shown in Fig. 5.

To show consistency, we compare our MR results obtained
in fields up to 8.5 T (LF) to those obtained up to 31 T (HF)
in Figs. 6(a)–6(d). The magnitude and field dependence of the
results are in good agreement with each other.

In Fig. 7, we show the longitudinal MR results from
Figs. 3(d) and 3(e) with an enlarged scale to show the ob-
served temperature dependence clearly. The MR measured for
μ0H ‖ I ‖ a provides a less reliable temperature dependence.
We believe this results from experimental connectivity issues
observed in this particular channel. Additionally, we include
several measurements on a twinned sample with μ0H ‖ b axis
and I ‖ b axis. We observe no negative longitudinal MR in the
twinned sample in contrast to the detwinned sample.

FIG. 8. (a) In-plane transverse MR of a detwinned BaFe2As2

sample collected in a 32 T Bitter resistive magnet at 25 K. Solid lines
represent experimental data. Dashed lines represent calculations.
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FIG. 9. Estimated field dependence of spin canting calculated
using Heisenberg model approximation.

In Fig. 8, we provide a representative comparison of the
experimental data (solid lines) to calculations (dashed line).

APPENDIX B: CALCULATION DETAILS

We estimate the spin canting angle and its field and
temperature dependence by using a nearest-neighbor Heisen-
berg model with single-site anisotropy approximation, as
explained in Ref. [26]. This allows for an approximation of
the spin canting of the Fe atoms away from the a axis when
the field is applied along the b axis. From base tempera-
ture (2 K) neutron scattering results, the magnetic moment
μ ∼ 1 μB and the nearest neighbor magnetic exchange cou-
pling is ∼60 meV [24,25]. We used this information and
the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility
measurements in Ref. [42] to estimate the spin canting an-
gle of ∼0.3◦ at 12 T. We estimate the field dependence
of the spin canting at 2 K in Fig. 9. Overall, these results
indicate that the spin canting angle is small (<1◦) in our
experiments.
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